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EM-P 0011(49)68, PCN 00CP
East Side Corridor (SD100)
Section 4(f) De Minimis Impact Finding

Dear Mr. Rohlf:
An Environmental Assessment (EA) has been completed for the East Side Corridor (SD100) (Project).
The Project is a proposed new limited access regional arterial roadway being planned to address future
transportation needs for the City of Sioux Falls. The preliminary impact area of the Project was evaluated
for the presence of potential Section 4(f) resources. The preliminary impact area consists of the
approximate right-of-way (ROW) needs of the preferred alternative based on the preliminary design
completed to date and includes the area where construction activities would occur.
Section 4(f) was considered in the Section 3.20 of the EA. Section 4(f) requires that the USDOT
determine whether a proposed highway project would adversely affect a Section 4(f) resource. If a
project will affect a Section 4 (f) resource, all feasible and prudent ways of avoiding this impact must be
evaluated. The Project has been considered in accordance with Section 4(f). The Section 4(f) resources
located within the preliminary ROW of the Revised Build Alternative include Harmodon Park, and two
historic railroad crossings. The railroad crossings have been identified in the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) inventory:
x The Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad, Site 39LN2016, is no longer present due
to the rail being removed in 1979.
x The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad, Site 39LN2007, is currently
owned by BNSF.
Two Historic Railroad Crossings
The two historic railroad crossings, Sites 39LN2016, and 39LN2007, are considered potentially eligible
for the NRHP due to the potential to yield, or having yielded, information important in history (Criterion
D). These sites could also be eligible under Criterion A for its association with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history (i.e. railroad development). Since Sites
39LN2016 and 39LN2007 are considered eligible for the NRHP, they qualify as significant historic
property protected under Section 4(f).
Complete avoidance of these sites by the Project is not possible because the rail lines run northwest to
southeast or north to south.
The South Dakota State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has formally concurred in a letter dated
November 7, 2007 with the determination of “no adverse effect” for Sites 39LN2016, and 39LN2007 as
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documented in EA Appendix H. Based on the “no adverse effect” concurrence, a de minimus impact is
applicable under 23 CFR 774.5(b)(1) and satisfies Section 4(f). The SHPO letter of concurrence is
attached to this letter.
Harmodon Park
Harmodon Park is a public (city-owned) park within the Study Area and is located southwest of the
intersection of 41st Street and future SD100. The use of this public city park land is recreational, and
therefore Harmodon Park is considered to be protected as a Section 4(f) resource. Harmodon Park
consists of 150 acres with a 15 field baseball and softball sports complex and hosts state, regional, and
national tournaments. No federal funding was utilized for Harmodon Park (Gildemaster, 2007) and
therefore does not qualify as a Section 6(f) resource.
During the preliminary alignment analysis of SD100, several alignments options were developed with a
primary goal of reducing encroachment of the park. Existing and proposed development, including the
East Side Baptist Church, along the east side of the corridor eliminated the possibility of avoiding
Harmodon Park. Therefore, the alignment was centered along SD Highway 11 to minimize the impacts to
both Harmodon Park and development to the east.
The proposed impact area consists of the ROW needs of the Revised Build Alternative based on
preliminary design completed to date. The encroachment calculated from preliminary design requires a
permanent encroachment of 1.17 acres for the Revised Build Alternative. The impact area also includes
the preliminary temporary easement requirements where construction activities would occur. Preliminary
design has identified approximately 4.34 acres of temporary construction easement needed.
Also, the SD100 alignment would eliminate the current access road that exists on SD Highway 11 that
allows traffic to enter and leave Harmodon Park. Due to safety concerns imposed by its proximity to the
proposed 57th Street Interchange, this access road will be eliminated in accordance with the SDDOT
SD100 Access and Noise Plan developed in February 2007. To accommodate access to Harmodon Park,
the City will be constructing a permanent entrance to Harmodon Park from 57th Street in 2011. If
construction of the access roadway from 57th Street is not constructed before SD100, SDDOT agrees to
maintain the current access to Harmodon Park until the new park entrance is complete. To accommodate
the construction of the park entrance road, the City has recently acquired the ROW necessary to build the
park entrance.
Coordination letters were sent sent to the City of Sioux Falls Parks and Recreation requesting their
concurrence that the permanent encroachment of 1.17 acres and the temporary easement area of 4.34
acres will not impact the parks functionality or purpose. The City of Sioux Falls Parks and Recreation
concurred with the determination with the Section 4(f) de minimis finding for the Project and their letters
dated May 6, 2010 and October 19, 2010 are attached.

